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As part of the affection we have towards another person, we sincerely wish you the
best.
We Want you to do well in your studies, in your work, in your family, in your
courtship or marriage, in your relationships with God and with others.
to wish the best to another person, we are aware of the thousand eventualities
that can hurt an existence and remove it from good and joy.
Many dangers arise from the decisions of oneself. The list of possible bad steps
seems to have no end, and then you have to pay the consequences.
Let us think, for example, of a young man who gives himself passionately to a love
that destroys him or harms the other person as well.
Or in a husband or wife who cools their married life and starts a "love affair" that
then generates so many sufferings.
Or in a son who "ascends" socially and gradually departs and shames his parents
because they have a humble origin.
Or in a retired person with good physical and mental health that orients his life
towards greed, selfishness, or envy.
Along with the dangers that arise from within, many others come from outside and
are part of the same human life.
A road accident, a particularly aggressive flu, an economic crisis that provokes
thousands of layoffs, a slander thrown by who we supposed was a good friend.
Everything is so fragile, so contingent, so ephemeral, that it seems difficult to
achieve that happiness that we crave for ourselves and our loved ones.
Despite so many threats and uncertainties, we want the best of many people.
Because we want them because we seek their true good because we would like to
help them to overcome tests and to grow in a beautiful life.
Everything is so fragile, so contingent, so ephemeral, that it seems difficult to
achieve that happiness that we crave for ourselves and our loved ones.
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Despite so many threats and uncertainties, we want the best of many people.
Because we want them because we seek their true good because we would like to
help them to overcome tests and to grow in a beautiful life.
Today, like so many times, I wish you the best. May God Follow your side. May your
heart have the strength to say no to temptations and yes to good deeds. May your
loved ones find in you true support and an example in the thousand avatars of
human existence.
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